They stuffed telephone booths, they called long-distance for 124 straight hours, and a guy at NYU saved a gallon of cigarette ashes. And then Southern California's fraternity men (Delta Chi vs. Tau Epsilon Phi) raced 35 miles with bed, brolly and belle.

Scene Two: Place, Rochester Institute of Technology. Seen here, two opposite poles of great college life, and a bit of deep study into their subjects.

Mr. Eagle's Platform
Herbert Eagle presented his platform first. His prepared

Scene at the press conference held by The Tech last Saturday for the UAP candidates; (left to right) The Tech Editor Allen Womack '63 and Chairman Thomas Bridger '62, candidates Herbert Eagle '63, Woody Bowman '63, and Steve Kaufman '63.
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Mr. Kaufman's Platform
Steve Kaufman grouped his proposals under the categories of representation, organizational reforms, and new ideas. The representation programs included newspaper columns, columns at.

Scene Three: Put the Two together, and you have a "baby" carriage race.

Scene Four: The four you've seen above were entrants in the carriage race sponsored by Tau Epsilon Phi (how those boys like to move around!) at Rochester. Course: 4 miles. Four-man teams, one indestructible girl and equally rugged baby carriage each. At extreme left, Kappa Sigma Kappa hits the tape first with a burst of speed.